BEING ON TIME
I am a smart person, but I am dyslexic about time. I send out invitations to parties for Thursday, Dec. 21,
when Dec. 21 is on Tuesday. I once wrote an historical documentary about the Civil War in which I stated that the Battle of Gettysburg ended on July 5th. Nobody caught it and that was a very expensive mistake to fix. I have never understood people whose idea of being on time is being 10 minutes early. And
I’ve pretty much been late my whole life. If I find myself ready to go and it’s 30 seconds early, I try to
paint the living room and end up late.
It’s partially because I think time is elastic. I have routinely told dentists and hair-dressers to tell me that
my appointment is at 10:15 when it’s at 10:30. I don’t want to inconvenience them, and I know that I
won’t change. Guilt, shame, alarms—nothing works. It was only when I worked as a professor in a Middle Eastern country that I realized my guilty relationship with time was irredeemably Western or possibly
British. One of my favorite examples was a christening to which all the Westerners showed up on time.
The priest showed up a half an hour later, followed by Arab friends and then finally the family an hour
after that. Compared to my Arabic students, I was a martinet.
One thing about time is that, while it may be marching on, your experience of it is always changing.
When you are taking a route for the first time or are taking the bus home, the last mile always takes an
enormously long time. The time spent with friends or writing flies by. And yet it’s the same amount of
time. If time were a constant, how could our experience of it change?
And then there is time in Meeting for Worship. Quakers are known for “honoring the hour.” Meeting for
Worship starts on time. In the old days, it didn’t end after an hour, but only when it was over. The Meeting for Worship on the occasion of the marriage of George Fox and Margaret Fell went on for two days.
It is a deliciously long hour. As I slow down, time slows down. There is a tap of eternity. A tick of eternity. A few seconds in heaven that feel like they could last forever. I find time stretches out as meeting goes
deeper and the ten or so minutes we spend in the deepest worship lends me a serenity that lasts through
the week.
It takes time to get to that point. It takes people settling, releasing themselves from the time-driven concerns of their week, making a connection, and then (and this doesn’t happen all that often) offering their
hearts up together in unity to the spirit. And what they used to call the Presence comes into meeting and
our hearts beat faster and as one. And that takes stillness, it takes creating space for it to happen. To bring
all those minds and hearts together. Meeting for Worship is the only place where I own my chronic lateness. I know I’m going to be late, but I won’t go in after the official “late break.” Unless I have a very
good reason, I worship in the library and go in with the children. If nothing else, it will make sure that I
show up on time for the next meeting, but I’d rather not go in than risk disrupting that precious time in the
Presence for the good souls who were On Time.
Sharon Doyle
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Meeting Clerk: Blake Arnall

Committees and Clerks
COMMITTEE

CLERK

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Animal Kinship Committee

Kate Carpenter

animal@ogmm.org

Burial Committee

Cliff Lester

burial@ogmm.org

Children’s Education Committee

Abira Ali/Kindred Gottlieb

children@ogmm.org

Fellowship Coordinators (Flash Paper )

Hannah Maximova/Estelle Stevens

fellowship@ogmm.org

Finance Committee

Betty Ann Jansson

finance@ogmm.org

Library Committee

Nina Rivinus

library@ogmm.org

Nominating Committee

Sharon Doyle

nominating@ogmm.org

Pastoral Care Committee

Sara Rose House Kate Carpenter

pastoral@ogmm.org

Peace & Social Concerns Committee

Nina Rivinus

peace@ogmm.org

Property Committee

Judson Emerick

property@ogmm.org

Resident Friend Committee

Nina Rivinus

resident@ogmm.org

Worship & Ministry Committee

Jean Lester

worship@ogmm.org

Meeting Jobs
OFFICE

OFFICEHOLDER

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Email Announcements

Dan Strickland

announce@ogmm.org

Archivist

Steve Rosenbluth

archivist@ogmm.org

Assistant Clerk of the Meeting

Jane Krause

assistant@ogmm.org

Childcare Coordinator

Kindred Gottlieb

childcare@ogmm.org

Clerk of the Meeting

Blake Arnall

clerk@ogmm.org

Corresponding Clerk

corresponding@ogmm.org

Database Clerk

Dan Strickland

database@ogmm.org

Minute Clerk

Claire Gorfinkel

minutes@ogmm.org

Orange Grove Record Editors

Sharon Doyle/Peter Landau

record@ogmm.org

Recorder

Steve Rosenbluth

recorder@ogmm.org

Resident Friend

Philip Way

friend@ogmm.org

Treasurer of the Meeting

Jane Krause

treasurer@ogmm.org
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MEETING ORGANIZATION
MEETING OFFICERS
Clerk
Assistant Clerk
Minute Clerk
Treasurer
Recorder
STANDING COMMITTEES
Children’s Education
Fellowship
Finance
Nominating
Peace and Social Concerns
Property
Pastoral Care
Worship and Ministry

HOW DO I..........?
Make an announcement?

Write it down and put them in the announcement basket before meeting starts. There is an announcement
basket either on the table in front of the fireplace or
in the closet to the right of the library door. There are
often helpful blank forms.

Get something out on the email list ?

If you are a clerk or a representative, you can submit
on your own. If you aren’t a clerk, ask a clerk to do it
for you. Send it to announce@ogmm.org

Get something in the record?

Send an email to record@ogmm.org with an idea or
an article. Record comes out ever two months.

MEETING REPRESENTATIVES
Pacific Yearly Meeting
Southern California Quarterly Meeting
FCL FCL CA FWCC, Friends in Deed, Union Station

Request a clearness committee?

AD HOC COMMITTEES
Ad Hoc committees are generally under the care of a
standing committee
Burial Committee (Pastoral Care)
Library Committee (Worship & Ministry)
Animal Husbandry (Peace and Social Concerns)
Communications (Pastoral Care)

Get reimbursed for a meeting expense?

MEETING JOBS
Jobs are performed by individuals for meeting. They
are often under the care of a standing committee or the
Clerk of Meeting;
Archivist (Clerk)
Adult FDS Coordinator (Worship & Ministry
Children’s Education Coordinator (CEC Sup
(CEC Support Committee)
Corresponding Clerk (Clerk)
Database Manager (Communications)
Resident Friend (Resident Friend Support Committee)
Site Manager (Property)
Record Editor (Communications)
Website Clerk (Communications)

Talk to any member of Pastoral Care or Worship and
Ministry or email the committee. There is a pamphlet
on membership in the pamphlet rack next to the back
door.

Speak to the clerk of Pastoral Care or ask any member of Meeting to find out if a clearness committee is
appropriate to help you. Email pastoralcare@ogmm.org

Look for the file box in the Library. In the treasurer’s
folder are blank forms which you can fill out and
leave in the treasurer’s folder with the receipts. In
general, the treasurer needs to know who has authorized the expense: the committee and the clerk. The
treasurer can also email you one.

Find out how to join Meeting?

Find out how to join a Committee?

Talk to any member of nominating committee or
email nominating committee, or talk to the members
of committee. Some committees have open policies
on joining them; some require a process.
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AFSC:

100 years of waging
peace

AFSC turned a 100 years old in
2017. For the full timeline,
check it out at www.afsc.org/ .

Meet Donna Liseth Quintanilla,
AFSC’s 2018 Joe Franko Intern
Donna Liseth Quintanilla is 19 years old and a resident of South Los Angeles. As a Guatemalan
Argentinean, Donna says, “My work began in high school. I was figuring out ways to embrace my
culture and as a Central and South American, it was hard finding pieces of my peoples’ history.
I became interested in getting involved in my neighborhood and was named Vice President of the
LGBTQIA Club at my high school and co-founded Dreamers of South Central in June 2016.”
Dreamers of South Central focuses on advocating for the rights of people living in South Los Angeles to live with dignity. This has included fighting against
police brutality, the school-to-prison pipeline, and gentrification. Through this work, Donna began speaking publicly about
the issues affecting her community. appearing at City Hall, Cal
State LA and UC Irvine.
After high school, Donna was accepted into a one-year Public
Allies internship where she worked for Strategic Actions for a
Just Economy (SAJE) as a Community Education Specialist
while also mentoring high-school youth. Donna fell in love
working with youth and searched for ways to show young people how to build connections between art and activism. In February 2017, Donna was an Art Mentor,
and in the summer of
Aiding the Japanese who were being
2017, Donna joined AFSC’s Roots sent
for toPeace
Summer
internment
camps. Freedom School. Donna was a strong leader among AFSC’s summer youth cohort where she integrated arts, storytelling, and
poetry into a Roots for Peace intergenerational community
event.
Donna looks forward to continuing her growth as a youth organizer and activist. As the 2018 Joe
Franko intern, Donna will support youth develop leadership skills through trainings, mentorship,
arts, and engagement in AFSC’s Community Farm project in South Los Angeles. AFSC’s Los Angeles staff is happy to have Donna join the team for 2018!

\
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The Book That Explains America’s Bad Mood
By Alexandra Hopkins
I’ve been on a quest to find an explanation for America’s bad
mood. For example: Why did so many people in the South and
the Rust Belt resonate with Trump’s angry (and sometimes, incoherent) campaign rants? Why was Bernie able to tap into the same
anger?
I’ve read a lot of books about the current American scene, about a
dozen. (I’ll list a couple later.) But for me, the book that really
opened the door to understanding is The Spirit Level, W hy Greater Equality Makes Societies Stronger. This book is about how relatively equal societies like Denmark and Japan thrive compared
with Banana Republics like the U.S. Yes, I mean the place we live—the good ol’ U.S. of A. In recent decades,
our economic inequality has been hitting the outrageous heights of the 1890’s Gilded Age and has exceeded
current levels in the Philippines, El Salvador, and Venezuela. We rank among the top 27% of unequal countries.*
The political cartoons of the Gilded Age work very well for today and have the notable advantage of not being
under copyright.

The accompanying map (thank you, Anthony Manousos) illustrates how the wealth of our country is currently
divided between the 1 per cent and the rest of us.
Before going any further, a word about the odd title of this book, The Spirit Level. The book was written by two
Brits. “Spirit level” is an older term for a carpenter’s level and is more familiar to Brits than to us. “Spirit” refers to the use of alcohol as the fluid in the carpenter’s level.
The two Brits, Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett, are epidemiologists, researchers who study the spread of
diseases in populations. Epidemiologists are big believers in numbers. They look into the rates of ghastly diseases among different populations, living in different places, and in different conditions. Everyone knows that
poor people have higher infant mortality, higher maternal death rates, and higher infectious disease rates than
people who are better off. So, that means that countries with lower per capita incomes should have shorter life
expectancies, right? If we were looking at all countries, rich and poor, we might find that. But if we look only at
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developed countries, that is, the rich countries, the picture is different.

The Spirit Level is chock full of graphs, and here’s a remarkable one on the relationship of life expectancy and a
country’s per capita income: Over to the left, is the poorest among the developed countries, Portugal. As we move to
the right on the graph, the countries have higher per capita incomes. At the extreme right is the U.S.A., with per capita income twice as
high as that of Portugal. And what’s our
life expectancy? At
about 78 years, it’s a
few months higher
than that of Portugal.
And it’s lower than
all the other countries
except Denmark.
(Denmark?)
Japan is smack in the
middle income-wise.
But its longevity is
the highest in the
world, with an average life expectancy of more than 82 years. Among developed countries, higher per capita income does not reap the
reward of greater longevity. There’s no correlation at all.
What accounts for Japan’s high longevity? The next graph answers this question.
It addresses not only longevity, but almost every indicator of health and societal well-being that Wilkinson and
Pickett studied. The countries arrange themselves pretty nicely along a diagonal line, indicating a beautiful correlation. But this correlation tells a sad story. In this
graph, countries are arranged not by income per
capita, but by how equally income is distributed
among families. Japan, over on the left, is one of
the most equal societies. And, of course, the
Scandinavian countries are close by. Then, to the
far right, is the U.S.A., the most unequal society
on the chart.
The higher on the graph, the more health and social problems. These problems are listed in the
box on the right side. It’s all the usual suspects:
short life expectancy, low scores on math and literacy, high infant mortality, etc. The U.S.A. has
the highest income inequality among rich nations
and the highest rates of problems. The authors
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found the same relationship when comparing American states. States with high-income inequality have many more
health and social ills than more equal states. Graph by graph, chapter by chapter, the authors lay out their case that
income inequality — whether it’s within a country and within American states —breeds unhappy outcomes. Their
analyses also consider other possible causal factors like racial divisions and differencesAFSC
in culture. But income inequal100 YEARS OF WAGING PEACE
ity is the best predictor for health and social problems, whether the(AFSC
problems
are obesity or drug use or low social mois century old in 2017. For the full
bility. Yes, the U.S. also has low social mobility!
TimeLine check it out at www.afsc.org
As I progressed through the book, I was astounded and mystified. Why should high income inequality be so closely
related to bad societal outcomes? The authors marshal considerable social science research results when addressing
this question. If you read The Spirit Level, you’ll have to judge for yourself whether they’ve adequately explained the
influence of income inequality on societal outcomes. I suspect that other more intangible factors like social solidarity
or concern about others may travel along with equality and be the real cause of the correlations shown in the graphs.
The comparison of Japan with the Scandinavian countries is particularly interesting. These countries have such different histories and cultures. Yet, their levels of income inequality and of health and social problems are similarly low.
The authors’ explanation as to how these countries developed in a similar direction is intriguing.
But the main point is clear. With all the money raked in during the last few decades, we have bought trouble. A society
in which many families are homeless and others fly their private jets from one palatial residence to another is an
unhappy, dysfunctional society. People get stressed out. They despair and they get angry. And then, they do things that
astound us, and I don’t mean that in a good way.
***Postscript. After reading The Spirit Level, I wanted to know the
source of our growing inequality. If we know the cause, we can take effective action. The following books were most revelatory to me about
the experience of getting the short end of the stick, and, also, what is
fueling our inequality.
Hillbilly Elegy by J.D. Vance, a best-seller: The memoirs of a man who
grew up in the Rust Belt and came from hillbilly stock. It’s an inside
look at people who are despairing and angry in a time of growing
inequality. Many are Trump voters. Vance has a unique perspective because he went on to attend Yale Law School. He’s a good story teller and
has written a real eye-opener.

Democracy in Chains by Nancy MacLean. This is a mind-blower that
explains much of the how’s and why’s of today’s American inequality.
It’s a page turner. Nancy MacLean is a noted historian and a beautiful
writer. She traces the coming together of specific people, who, with a lot
of money and a radical view of laissez-faire capitalism, have turned our
society from one noted for its great middle class to one where economic gains go disproportionately to the 1%. She
gets to the source of the problem. Knowing the source gives us a fighting chance to do something about it.
*Among 150 countries ranked according to the GINI coefficient of family income inequality, the U.S. ranks #40. The GINI coefficient is considered the most accurate measure of income inequality. Source: The World Factbook by the CIA https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the
-world-factbook/rankorder/2172rank.html
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News from Quaker Center
January 26 – 28, 2018

Join Stephen Angell to examine the Lives of Quaker Abolitionists: Levi Coffin and Lucretia Mott.
We’ll explore the spirituality and activism of these Quaker human rights radicals,
who were nearly contemporaneous in their long lives, and consider their contributions both
to America and to Quakers. We'll also look at the theological ideas that inspired them and
that they in turn used to inspire others. Get more information and register early at
http://
www.quakercenter.org/mott-and-coffin/.
February 23 – 25, 2018
Get inspired by Diane Randall from Friends Committee on National Legislation
to explore What Cans’t Thou Say? Finding our Quaker Voice in Public Life.
At this time of dramatic change in our nation’s political life and in federal public policy,
we'll look at how our inward experience of Spirit can be manifested in our outward public
witness, even in political activity. We'll also consider ways in which our
spiritual conditions move us to engage in public or political action. Learn more and register
early at http://www.quakercenter.org/finding-our-quaker-voice/.
March 19-24, 2018
Come to experiment with Awakening to the Presence . During this 5-day program,
Bob Runyan, Janet Leslie, Jim Anderson and Kathy Runyan will facilitate experiences of
individual worship, the gathered meeting, reading and listening to the ways that Spirit has
been at work in the lives of others, and the witness of the work of Spirit within each of us.
Find out more and register online at http://www.quakercenter.org/awakening-to-thepresence/.

JOB OPENING: Quaker Center is now accepting applications for the position of Maintenance Technician. The Maintenance Technician is responsible for performing routine and
periodic maintenance tasks, making improvements to Quaker Center's buildings and
grounds, working with campers, as well as the organization and implementation of the preventive maintenance program. This is a full-time residential position. Please see
http://www.quakercenter.org/about-us/employment-opportunities/ for more information and
to apply.
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PYM REP COM IS COMING!
Or in plain English, Pacific Yearly Meeting is holding its annual meeting of Pacific Yearly Meeting Representatives from various monthly
meetings in Pacific Yearly Meeting at Orange Grove Meetinghouse.
OGM will be hosting PYM Rep Com the weekend of March 2nd, Friday
– Sunday. We will need housing for many folks coming from throughout the PYM region.
Are you available to provide housing for two nights?
Contact Jane Krause
Jkbigdog517@gmail.com
818-353-4159
*************************
We will be working with Santa Monica Meeting who will be sharing in
the details to make this a successful weekend for
the Rep Com members.
We will need assistance in other areas: meals and transportation.
More details will be forthcoming.
Contact Blake Arnall
blake.arnall@gmail.com
415-845-2749
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From our Friends in ANIMAL KINSHIP

Shepherding and Sanctuary
By Gracia Fay Ellwood

The Holy Place
Most U.S. citizens probably think of “Sanctuary” as a term
often heard within the last year, referring to a place or
policy of protection for undocumented immigrants
threatened by deportation; but for animal activists it has
been an important concept for three decades or more,
referring to a place of safety for exploited animals. But in
its very early meaning, it is a religious term, linked to
“sanctus,” holy. It signifies a place set off from the ordinary world, where human beings can have access to That
which is Sacred. In Mircea Eliade’s seminal book, The Sacred and the Profane, the sacred place may be a mountain,
a tree, or some other natural feature that is considered
by a primal culture to be the center of the world, linking
Jewish Synagogue, Bucharest
our world to the world of spirit, perhaps the divine realm
above and the infernal realm below. A temple may be
built on this unique spot, the House of God, in which the divine being lives, and to which pilgrims travel to
approach the deity with worship and offerings. The offerings may be sacrificial in nature.
In later developments, after adherents of a religion have spread out geographically, multiple sanctuaries can
be found: perhaps shrines where divine power was manifested, as in a miracle, a martyrdom, or the burial
place of a saint. Another kind of (multiple) “house of God” is the meeting place of a local group of the religion’s adherents for worship, teaching, fellowship, perhaps sacramental participation. In the latter case, the
sanctuary would be the most sacred part of the building, where the sacred ritual takes place. Here one can
be in contact with God, That which is holy, though any one sanctuary does not claim to be the only place.
Over time, sanctuaries were considered to be places of refuge, where a person who had killed another without malice aforethought was secure from revenge killing by a member of the victim’s clan. In the Hebrew Bible, there were six such sanctuaries, “cities of refuge” rather than shrines or places of worship, but inhabited
by Levites, a specialized tribe or category of people responsible for the cultus. The Levites would take responsibility for determining such persons’ guilt or innocence, and, in the latter case, would protect them
during their stay in the city.
In Christian history, churches and cathedrals as sanctuaries became places where a wanted person about
whom there was serious question of guilt could often find safety. This practice still obtains, particularly for
undocumented persons who are threatened by violence if repatriated, or whose deportation would mean a
family catastrophe such as separation of a parent from small children. Especially in the U.S.-funded civil
wars in Central America during the 1980s, and in today’s harsh climate of scapegoating undocumented immigrants and other vulnerable groups, some churches, Friends’ Meetings and synagogues “declare sanctuary,” meaning that they actively welcome and protect such vulnerable individuals or families under their
roofs.
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The Lord is My Shepherd
The concept of providing safety and sustenance to vulnerable animals—though not called sanctuary—is thousands of years old in Western religion, appearing first as a theme in the Hebrew scriptures. Before the ancient Hebrews settled in the land of Canaan and took up agriculture, they were
nomadic herders, with flocks of sheep and goats, perhaps also herds of cows; some herding evidently continued after they became agriculturists. Attitudes toward these flocks and herds were
ambivalent, a mixture of caring and of ruthless brutality. They were property; their reproduction
had to be controlled by methods that included violence; their wool and skins were taken to make
clothing and other equipment, their milk taken and drunk; individuals, both adults and infants,
would be killed for food and sacrifice. But in the midst of the system that inherently required
harsh, exploitative attitudes and actions (and probably fostered patriarchal control of women
too), human caring and tenderness existed also.
Two examples particularly show this. One is from
ancient Israel’s early monarchy period, when
herding had long receded from its original place
as the culture’s central means of livelihood, but
was still part of the scene. In a parable told by
Nathan the prophet to King David, a sheep, a little
companion ewe lamb, lives with an impoverished
person in his house, eats at his table, drinks from
his cup, and “lies in his bosom.” But the lamb is
kidnapped and killed by a rich neighbor to feed
his guest. David responded with outrage on behalf of the grieving guardian and probably of the
lamb as well—in his youth David (like Benjamin
Lay, PT 140) had been a shepherd, and must have known how irresistibly appealing the wee lambs
are. True, this story is not about sanctuary but about “pet-keeping;” nonetheless, the killing that it
depicts is not only selfish but horrible because the listener feels that the lamb is precious beyond
words. The tale is allegorical, yet would not have been effective unless it spoke to the heart in a
culture in which such companionship could and did happen.
Another instance is the well-known Twenty-Third Psalm, “The Lord is my shepherd...” attributed
to David himself. The narrator imagines himself (probably not herself) as a sheep whose needs are
all met by his caring guardian: green abundant pastures, a pond or lake from which to drink
freely, soul refreshment, wise guidance, protection when predators threaten his life. The imagery
appears to shift from the sheep and shepherd theme at one point, as the narrator eats at the table
the Lord provides and drinks out of an overflowing cup. But can we be sure it is shifting? At the
close, the “goodness and mercy” of the Lord, still the shepherd, will follow him devotedly all his
life, almost pursuing him (perhaps when he strays into danger), and he is confident of living in
God’s house forever. This may mean that he will always have the safety of the sheepfold at nights
or even that he, as sheep, will live with the shepherd in his house as did the ewe lamb in Nathan’s
story. References to fleecing and killing obviously have no place in this psalm; it is implied that the
shepherd cares for the sheep for their sake, not his.
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From our Friends in ANIMAL KINSHIP
At THE PEACEABLE TABLE

The God-as-loving-shepherd image, and variants in
which human leaders are also shepherds, appear
many times in the Hebrew scriptures, especially in
the psalms and the writings of the prophets. The exploitation and violence inherent in human sheepherding are done only by bad shepherds, but God the Good
Shepherd meets the needs of the sheep: feeding, seeking out and rescuing, protecting from predators, and
healing them--because he truly cares about them. The
image is carried over into the Christian scriptures
(“New Testament”), especially in one of the discourses attributed to Jesus in the Fourth Gospel. By drawing particularly on the extended sheepherding image
in Ezekiel 34, the author identifies Jesus with God: “I
am the Good Shepherd.”
Imagine a scene in which all the flocks ofmembers of
a community are kept together in a single enclosure.
The good shepherd comes to the door of the sheepfold and, when it is opened for him, calls each of his or
her own sheep. All have names. They recognize his
voice and know their names, so they come out and follow him to today’s pasture. If a hired hand--a
bad shepherd--tried to get in, perhaps by vaulting over the wall, it would be to steal or kill; the good
shepherd, however, comes to give the sheep abundant life. The fact that real-life shepherds do exploit and kill “their” animals is not, in this Johannine story, just displaced onto bad shepherds. Rather, it is turned completely on its head: the good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep. We can
imagine that this happens when he is defending them either from a would-be thief or a predator. But
he loves them, and his love is unconditional.

How About Real Sheep?
Is the image primarily a metaphor, implying that God is like a good shepherd, humans are like bad
shepherds in some ways, like sheep in other ways? Or is it a symbol, referring both to real shepherds and real sheep, and to much more, including God, and human beings and others? This is a very
important matter whose implications have seldom been considered in Christian history.”
It matters because when the whole extended biblical image—including this startling Johannine turnaround—is placed in conjunction with herding in the real world, it doesn’t really work. Real-life
shepherds and other herders may have something--even a lot--of the good shepherd in them; they
may be up late at night tending to a birth; they may brave icy winter winds to feed or bring in a vulnerable herd. But essentially they are the bad shepherds. The fact is that humans engage in herding
and other forms of animal agriculture, both past and present, as owners of property that provides
their livelihood. It is enslavement, exploitative in its very core, requiring callousness and violence to
turn a profit. (Any care and kindliness that still appeared in traditional animal keepers are, of course,
totally crushed by that rampaging dragon, factory farming.)
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From our Friends in ANIMAL KINSHIP
At THE PEACEABLE TABLE

Because the good-shepherd-and-sheep theme doesn’t fit the facts, and because in both Judaism and
Christianity, it has in practice been reduced to its metaphorical referents, the vast majority of adherents of both faiths have been for centuries, and still are, devouring animals with little stirring of
conscience. It is a bleak picture. But the Jewish and Christian prophetic word in defense of the animal defenseless, although long reduced to occasional lone voices, has never been definitively silenced. And it is that prophetic word that prompted the start of organized activism on behalf of animals, when the Rev. Arthur Broome called a meeting in London in 1824 to found the [R]SPCA,
whose members included both a committed Jew, Lewis Gompertz—probably the only vegetarian-and several Christians of strong conviction, including Evangelical parliamentarian William Wilberforce (he of the anti-human-slave-trade movement) and three clergypersons.
In recent decades, out of that whispered prophetic word, now proclaimed by thousands of voices,
has come the animal sanctuary movement. And here, finally, the ancient Good Shepherd image has
found a genuine and unambiguous grounding in the real world! The sanctuary keeper is a true
Good Shepherd who cares for animals for their own sakes, not her or his own. S/he seeks funding,
rescues, gives names, feeds, cleans up, protects, and heals. I know none who have actually laid down
their lives for their animal friends, but I expect that some of them would.
S/he loves them, and through that love the unconditional Love of God the Good Shepherd radiates
into the world.
(The lead photo is of a Jewish synagogue in Bucharest. The painting of the Good Shepherd rescuing a
black lamb is by Nathan Greene.
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HERE COME THE

NOMINATORS!

Last year, the members of the Nominating Committee considered a
proposal that we wear robes with hoods and stalk worthy people in
meeting with our magical powers of nominating!
Save us this step, and consider how you would like to serve Meeting
next year (July 2018 is the starting date of jobs.)
Where do you feel called to serve?
Where do you see a need in Meeting?
Remember, serving on a committee is the best way to make friends
with Friends.
Talk to Bill Fowler, Georgia Daniels, Kate Carpenter, Christopher
Wipf or Sharon Doyle and see what fits.

Burial Committee
-----------------------The Burial Committee is a subcommittee of Pastoral
Care. Its purpose is to oversee the process of burying
An unprogrammed Quaker Meeting depends entirely on
someone or their ashes in the Orange Grove Cemetery
volunteers to support and maintain the Meeting physicaland to assist their family at the time of death. The Comly, spiritually and socially. Consider which committee
mittee maintains information on the final arrangement
you’d like to serve on.
wishes of members and notifies Meeting of each burial.
The committee meets infrequently at the call of the
Committees for which membership is required:
clerk.
Pastoral Care and Worship & Ministry are made up of
active members of Meeting. Their meetings are open to
Children’s Education Committee/
non-committee members by invitation.
-----------------------The Children’s Education committee is temporarily
Pastoral Care Committee:
laid down, but we hope to review it in 2017 CurrentThe main responsibility of the Pastoral Care Commitly we have a support committee for the Children’s Ed
tee is to provide nurture and support to members and
Co-coordinator in her (or his) performance of his (or
attenders of Meeting in times of joy or need. The
her) duties. We have childcare for babies and todcommittee maintains the list of meeting members and
dlers and a program for an elementary group during
regular attenders, contacting them yearly to make
Meeting for Worship.
sure their needs are being met. The Committee forms
clearness committees for membership and marriages
Finance Committee
under the care of the meeting, as well as clearness
--------------------committees to help members clarify personal probThe function of Finance Committee is to work out a
lems or make important decisions. It offers support
financial plan that allows the Meeting to do what it
committees for members who need continuing diswants to do. The main tasks of the Committee are to
cernment with a specific leading. The Pastoral Care
make an annual budget, offer suggestions when we
Committee meets monthly.
deviate from our budget, make decisions about investment of Meeting funds and long-term financial poliWorship and Ministry
cy, keep the Meeting informed of our financial situa-The Worship and Ministry Committee is charged with the
tion and propose changes in financial policy when
care of the spiritual life of the Meeting and acts as needed
needed. Finance Committee meets as needed. The
to foster spirit-led vocal ministry. The committee sponsors
Meeting Treasurer works closely with the Finance
an Adult Education Program on First Day mornings and
Clerk. The only requirements for membership in Fiother workshops and retreats for spiritual growth. The com- nance Committee are a sense of humor and an interest
mittee is also responsible for assisting new attenders in
in numbers.
learning about Quaker faith and practice. The committee
meets once a month.
Standing Committees are open to all:

ORANGE GROVE
COMMITTTEES
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Fellowship Committee
Ad hoc Committees open to Members and Attenders
----------------------Fellowship Committee or ganizes the monthly potlucks Animal Kinship – organizes events and publications to
and support various all-meeting parties throughout the
promote our kinship with Animals.
year including fellowship following Meeting for Worship.
When the Meeting hosts larger events, such as Quarter or
Meeting Officers
PYM Representative’s Meetings, a member of Fellowship
participates in the ad hoc committee that organizes the
Clerk: oversight and care of meeting as a whole. Clerks
event. The committee meets once a month.
monthly business meeting and Annual corporation meeting. Needs to be able to listen to all without prejudice.
Nominating Committee
Asst. Clerk: Assists Clerk as asked. Replaces clerk when
--------------------absent or when the Clerk feels unable to impartially
This committee is nominated by the Naming Committee
“clerk” an issue before Business Meeting.
(Clerks of Meeting, Pastoral Care and Worship and MinMinute Clerk: keeps and distributes minutes of monthly
istry) The committee nominates all officers, representaMeeting for Business
tives, committee clerks and members .committee MemTreasurer: handles Meeting’s bills and bank accounts.
bers should be comfortable approaching Friends to ask
Recorder: keeps a record of births, deaths, and memberthem to take on tasks. It reviews job descriptions occaship in meeting.
sionally. Its heavy season is from February through May
as it prepares the committee slate for the following year. \
Meeting Jobs
These jobs are done by individuals for the Meeting.

Library Committee
-----------------------The Library Committee is responsible for obtaining, cataloging, and managing materials in the Meeting library. The
Committee also undertakes activities to encourage use of
the library collection.
Peace and Social Concerns
-----------------------The Committee for Peace and Social Concerns welcomes
anyone interested in social action as an expression of our
testimonies. The committee may provide programs on
pressing issues, engage in peace and social order actions
and encourage Meeting to support proposed minutes. It
gives preliminary consideration to any concerns brought to
Meeting on peace and social issues, proposes our yearly
outreach budget, and reviews requests for financial support
and leadings from FCNL, FCL and AFSC.
Property Committee.
--------------------The purpose of Property Committee is to oversee the
maintenance of the four buildings and grounds owned by
Orange Grove Meeting as well as a small cemetery in
Altadena. The only "qualification" for serving on this
committee is an interest in the stewardship of the Meeting property, but it is helpful to have knowledge of
buildings and grounds . The committee meets monthly to
review needed maintenance tasks and to develop plans
for the execution of these tasks.

Adult Education Co-coordinator organizes sessions of Adult
Education on First Days.
.
Archivist: keeps track of and organizes Meeting records
Children’s Education Coordinator – oversees personnel and
program required for providing Children’s Education and
childcare during the worship hour and meeting events.
Corresponding Clerk: writes and/or composes with Clerk letters on behalf of meeting to new attenders, travel minutes, letters of concern, etc.
Database Clerk: maintains database of meeting members and
attenders. Sends out announcements from clerks on Orange
Grove Email list.
Record Editor: writes, produces and distributes the Orange
Grove Record.
Resident Friend: Lives on the property in exchange for services
to the meeting such as opening the meetinghouse on First
Days, interacting with meeting tenants and working with Site
Manager to maintain the property.

Site Manager: works with Resident Friend and negotiates on
Meetings’ behalf with others who use the property.
Website Manager: maintains website of Orange Grove meeting.

Resident Friend Support Committee
---------------------Provides oversight and support for the Resident Friend
of Orange Grove Meeting. Acts as hiring committee
when candidate needed. All concerns about our resident
friends should be addressed to this committee.
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PROPERTY NOTES
Things are bopping on the the Property Committee. Here are reports on and pictures of our most recent project:

ORANGE GROVE GOES SOLAR
You can’t see them but they are there! Orange
Grove has a solar array on the roof of Bldg 3!
After almost six months of thoughtful discussion,
Property brought a proposal to Meeting for Business which was approved. The new solar system
took only two days to install on the roof of Bldg
3 on campus and was completed on December 6.
We passed the first City of Pasadena inspection
shortly afterward. We are now waiting for a second such inspection and the installation of a new
electrical meter by Pasadena Water and Power
Company.
A note from the Clerk of Property, Jud Emerick:
“In short, we will pay $27,500 to Hans Rosenberger's Altadena Solar and Power, LLC, for the
project. Our last payment of $6,500 will be sent
once the Pasadena Water and Power Company
installs the apposite electric meter on Bldg 4, for which we are still waiting. (Although the panels sit on top of Bldg
3, which is the best place for panels on campus, the power they produce will be sent to Bldg 4's meter. For better or
worse, we have five separate meters on campus, which we think help keep track of power usage throughout the
campus. In the past Bldg 4 used most of the electricity on campus. But as you will see, once we replaced Bldg 4's
old heating and A/C apparatus with two new heat pumps Euro-style, electricity usage plunged downward! If we
don't use the electricity produced by the solar system in Bldg 4 in the future, it will pass into the “grid" and Pasadena Water and Power will pay us for it. We wait now to see how our planning will work out. We are hoping to
break even on our expenses in year 14 or 15 of the life of the panels (rated at 30 years). With solar panel generation of electricity many uncertainties reign! But, bottom line, the Property Committee thinks of the solar panel project as a kind of duty we owe to the planet—to keep it as green as we can.”

A NEW GATE
In the meantime, Property also got
a new gate for the burial plot as well.
In the words of Jane Kraus,
we are getting fancy!
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COMMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD

CLERKING WORKSHOP
Does the thought of clerking a committee terrify
you? Do you think only "Weighty Friends" are qualified to be clerks? Or do you have clerking experience to share and compare? Whatever your experience or comfort level, the Clerking Workshop on
February 3 will help propel you forward on your
Quaker journey. Join Barbara Babin from Redwood
Forest Meeting and Stephen Matchett from San
Francisco Meeting for a day-long exploration of the process of clerking a committee.
We will start with coffee at 9 am and the
workshop at 9:30. We will end at 4 pm. Lunch
will be provided. Please let us know if you need childcare.
Contact Jean Lester to reserve your spot.

Quaker Music Makers
Interested in participating in a monthly
Quaker song circle, jam session, open
mic or sing along? Interested in
inviting such a gathering to meet in
your home some evening or afternoon?
Please send your availability & inquiries
to sarahrosehouse@hotmail.com or 562
-889-1421 (call or text) and I'll try to
find a mutually agreeable time for a
monthly musical get together.
Thanks & Peace, Sarah Rose

CRAFTY QUAKERS
We meet once a month on
Wednesdays,
from 7-9 pm, at the Meetinghouse
January 17th

((meeting at the Lesters)

February 21st March 21st
April 18th May 23rd [4th Wednesday]
June 20th July 18th

CRAFTY QUAKERS—
in THE GARAGE CLASSROOM
7pm

3/26 4/23

5/21 6/18
Crafty
Quakers
At Christmas!
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News from Woolman
There is a lot happening at Woolman at Friends Center on our precious 236 acres in the Sierra foothills in
Nevada City, Calif.
The restoration of Madrone Hall is nearing completion and will soon house the offices, labs and classrooms for the Sierra Streams Institute. We are excited about collaborating with Sierra Streams, the local
Nisenan tribe and others as we plan and pilot The
Woolman Outdoor School. Another new progr am,
the Jorgensen School for Nonviolence, is in the planning stages and will support both budding and experienced activists in carrying out nonviolent direct action campaigns. We have already begun working on
Camp Woolman 2018, and eager ly anticipate the
campers, ages 9-16, who will come and backpack
under the stars this summer.
Our Annual Report was released last month. With all
of the changes that have happened here, we are sensing that we are entering a new era of vitality. Your
generosity helps us to take care of this land, bring
kids to camp, and design new programs. We are
deeply grateful to the many Friends, near and far, old
and new, who are reaching out to support this work.
Thank you!
Amy Cooke, Director
the board and staff of \

Woolman at Sierra Friends Center
13075 Woolman Lane, Nevada City, Calif 95959
"The best way to predict the future is to design it." -Buckminster Fuller
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Calling All
FELLOWSHIP SUPERHEROES!
BEE THE MAGIC

How to Host
Weekly Fellowship
in 3 easy steps
1. Sign up on the clipboard
after Meeting or go to
www.ogmm.org and click on
“Sign up—Be a Fellowship
Hero.”
2. Arrive 20 minutes before
either Worship or Adult Ed.
Using instructions on Poster
in Kitchen (see opposite), set
up coffee & heat water for
tea. Lay out mugs and fixings
in cupboards under shelf
3. When announcements
begin, slip out of meeting and
set out food & drink
(provided by others or use
some in closet).
 Generally people start
coming at 12:15
 Start cleaning up at 12:45.
(Others usually join in the
clean-up.
 Leave by 1 pm.
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A good card for any day of the year.
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